THINGS TO DO WITH KIDS IN HERMANUS

WHALE COAST THEATRE
Bean bag theatre to relax and watch the latest movie releases

SHARK CO
Shark Lab tours at Hermanus Old Harbour. 45 minute tours. R50pp up to 11 yrs & R100pp older than 12 yrs

PIRATE GOLF
Play a game of 18-hole adventure pirate golf at Benguela Cove Wine Estate. Props from Black Sails movie.

BENGUELA SPLASH
A splash pad with a variety of fun water spraying, squirting and dumping amusements. Benguela Cove Wine Estate

FERNKLOOF NATURE RESERVE
Picnic in nature with space to play on the lawn of our nature reserve.

CREATION WINES
Young adult pairing for juniors with a taste for the finer things in life.

WONDERLAND CAFÉ AT SUPERPLANTS
Sand pits, climbing and play apparatus, slides and a train. Open daily. R30 per child, R10 per adult.

ROCKLANDS PETTING FARM
Just outside Hermanus - on Stanford’s side. Kids love the animal interaction and there is coffee too. R20pp.

VISIT THE MARINE POOL
Swim, snorkel or just explore the rock pools at the Marine tidal pool. In Hermanus CBD opposite the Marine Hotel.

BLUE FLAG BEACHES
SAND, SUN & SEA